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General Assembly Second Committee  
 
Co-sponsors: USA, Denmark, Netherlands, Germany, Armenia, Poland, Serbia, Slovenia, Iran, 
Pakistan, Singapore, Malaysia, Nepal, Kyrgyzstan, Japan, Israel, Lebanon, India, China, Mongolia, Congo, 
Angola, Dominican Republic, Cuba, Chile, Argentina, Costa Rica, Chad, Burundi  

Topic: Convention on biological diversity 

Deeply concerned that the Earth has lost 52% of its biodiversity since the 1970’s, 

Deeply regretting that many animal species have become extinct because of hunger and loss 

of habitat and other reasons, 

Emphasizing that SDG#15 (sustainable development goal) is focused on halting the destruction 

of biodiversity, 

Having studied that a single tree that is forty years old can hold one ton of CO2, 

Concerned that biodiversity levels are dropping rapidly, 

1. Encourages schools in countries to teach on how to save preserve biodiversity and schools 

to teach biodiversity as part of the curriculum; 

2. Proclaims for re-use of buildings, that are no longer used, for wildlife sanctuaries; 

3. Calls upon countries to regulate hunting and poaching and; 

4. Requests that companies to buy land and use it for natural parks; 

5. Encourages countries to create wildlife sanctuaries; 

6. Calls upon all countries to plant two trees where one is it cut; 



7. Encourages countries to improve zoos by making them non-violent 

8. Encourages countries to have biodiversity conservation; 

9. Emphasizes eco- tourism; 

10. Expresses its hope for countries to make rules against burning trash; 

11. Encouraging wildlife specialist to watch high poaching areas and areas with endangered 

species; 

12. Requests funds for rainforest protection; 

13. Further invites having a nation biodiversity day; 

14. Considers countries to become green states; 

15. Encouraging countries to get rid of their invasive species; 

16. Considers a rescuer for wild animals with trained veterinarians; 

17. Considering saving plants from under new houses being built; 

18. Encouraging bio-friendly houses; 

19. United Nations, to request wildlife taxes; 

20. Further invites countries to build animal bridges over highways;  

21. Encourages reusable items; 

22. Calls upon countries to encourage citizen to start tree farms to create carbon sinks/etc.; 

23. Requests that life guards monitor beaches for trash and politely asks citizens to pick up 

after themselves. 


